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To our friend Bernhard Banaschewski, who demonstrates convincingly 
that-contrary to popular belief-it is possible 
to simultaneously get older, more creative and forceful 
as a mathematician and live a good life as well 
Concrete quasitopoi are characterized as the injectives among concrete, finitely complete 
categories. Quasitopos hulls are shown to be the injective hulls. 
Introduction 
Banaschewski and Bruns [5] have characterized Mac Neille completions of 
posets as injective hulls in the category Pos. This result has been generalized in 
[6], [7] and [l l] to the quasicategory 
Cat(X) 
of concrete categories over the base-category X (and concrete functors over X): 
injective ejects of Cat(X) are precisely the initially complete categories, and in- 
jective hulls are the Mac Neille completions introduced in [7]. Injectivity of K 
means (here and below) that for each full embedding A + B, which is a mor- 
phism in the given quasicategory (here Cat(X)), each morphism A+K can be 
extended to a morphism B -+ K. If X is the one-morphism category, then Cat(X) 
is the quasicategory of partially ordered classes, and hence, the latter result is a 
direct generalization of that in [5]. 
Recently, injectivity has been studied in the quasicategory 
Cat,(X) 
of concrete categories over X having finite, concrete [preserved by the forgetful 
functor] products (and concrete functors, preserving finite products). It has been 
proved in [lo] that injective objects in Cat,(X) are precisely the concretely 
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Cartesian closed topological categories, and injective hulls are the corresponding 
hulls (investigated in a number of papers, see [4] and references there). 
In this paper we start with a finitely complete base-category X, and we study 
injectivity in the quasicategory 
Cat,,@) 
of concrete categories K over X which have finite concrete products and regular 
embeddings, i.e., initial lifts of regular monomorphisms X-r jKI. Morphisms of 
Cat,,(X) are concrete functors, preserving finite products and regular embed- 
dings. We prove that injective objects in Cat,,(X) are precisely the finally com- 
plete categories in which final sinks are stable under pullbacks. If X is a 
quasitopos, these are precisely the concrete quasitopoi with concrete power- 
objects, see [Z]. Injective hulls are the quasitopos hulls investigated for X = Set 
by Wyler [ 121 and (under the name strongly topological hulls) by Adamek [l]. 
Originally, we hoped to prove the same result in the (more natural) quasi- 
category Cat,(X) of all concrete categories with finite concrete limits (and con- 
crete, finitely continuous functors). This, however, does not hold: we show 
that Cat,(Set) has virtually no injectives, more precisely, the only injective with 
a unique empty object is Set itself. 
For terminology concerning concrete categories the reader can consult [91. 
1. Injective objects 
A concrete category is said to be universally final/y complete if each structured sink 
has a final lift, and final sinks are stable under pullbacks. The latter means that for 
each final sink (A; ~A)i~r and each morphism f: B -+A, the sink (Bi -% B)i,, 
obtained by pullbacks of ai along f, is also final. Equivalently, final sinks are pro- 
ductive (if Aj 5 A is final, then B x Ai % B XA is also final) and hereditary 
(which is the above condition restricted to regular embeddings f: B + A). 
Theorem 1. Injective objects of Cat,,(X) are precisely the universally finally com- 
plete categories. 
Proof. (1) Let K be a universally finally complete category over X. Given a full 
embedding E: A -+ B in Cat,,(X) and a functor F: A * K in Cat,,(X), we shall find 
an extension of F to G: B -+K, and we shall prove that G is a morphism of 
Cat,,(X). 
For each object B of B, let SB denote the structured K-sink of all FA 4 IBI 
such that A E A and EA % B is a B-morphism. Denote by GB the final K-object 
of the sink S,. This defines a concrete functor G : B + K, because for each B-mor- 
phism b:B+B’ and each FA-% lBl in S, we clearly have FAti IB’I in S,,, 
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and hence, b : GB + GB’ is a K-morphism. Moreover, G extends F because for each 
AEA we have llAl in S,,, and hence, G(EA)=FA. 
G preserves finite products because final sinks are productive in K: for arbitrary 
B and B’, the sink of all FA x FA’= F(A xA’) % GBx GB’ with aE S, and 
a’ESB,, is final, and since E preserves finite products, each ax a’ lies in SBxB,- 
hence, GB x GB’= G(B x B’). 
G preserves regular embeddings. Let e: B + B’ be a regular embedding in B; we 
shall prove that e : GB + GB’ is initial in K. In fact, let K be the K-object such that 
e: K-t GB’ is initial. Then idlKl : GB + K is a morphism (because e : GB + GB’ is a 
morphism) and hence, to prove that GB= K, it is sufficient to show that 
idlKl : K-+ GB is a morphism. For each FA % B’ in S,, we form the pullback of 
a and e in X: 
a* 
! I 
a 
IBI, IB’I 
Let A* be the A-object such that e,:A* -+A is initial in A (which exists, since e, 
is a regular monomorphism in X). Then e, : FA* + FA is initial in K, since F pre- 
serves regular embeddings. Consequently, the following square 
FA* A FA 
a* 
i I 
a 
K- GB’ e 
is a pullback in K (first: a*: FA*-+ K is a K-morphism, since e: K-t GB’ is initial; 
second: given K-morphisms p and q with e. p = a- q, there is a unique X-morphism 
r with p=a*. r and q=e,.r, and the latter implies, by the initiality of 
e,: FA* -+ FA, that r is a K-morphism). 
Since final sinks are hereditary in K, the sink (FA*< K)tA,ajESB., is final. In 
order to prove that idlKl : K+ GB is a morphism, it is thus sufficient to show that 
a* : FA* --f GB is a morphism for each (A, a) E S,, . This follows from the fact that 
each a* : EA* -+ B is a B-morphism (since e : B -+ B’ is initial). 
(2) Let K be injective in Cat,,(X). We shall prove that K is universally finally 
complete. 
(a) Assume that K is small. We form the category Siev(K) of all structured sieves. 
Objects are structured sieves (A; 5 X)is(, i.e., structures sinks such that for each i 
and each K-morphism f: B + A;, there is ~EJ with B = Aj and ai. f = aj. Mor- 
phisms (Ai --%X), to (Bj A Y), are X-maps h :X+ Y such that for each i E Z 
there isj E Jwith Ai = Bj and h + ai = bjs This is a concrete category with the forgetful 
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functor sending (Ai &X) to X. And there is a canonical full embedding E : K + 
Siev(K) assigning to each K E K the full sieve EK = U, EK hom(A, K). 
The category Siev(K) is finally complete, and E: K + Siev(K) preserves initiality 
(because E is finally dense)-thus, E is a morphism of Cat,,(X). By injectivity, 
we can extend id: K +K to a functor G: Siev(K) --f K in Cat,,(X) (satisfying 
G(EK) = K). For each structured sieve S= (Ai aX)iGI we have a final sink 
(Ai a, GS)i,l, since 
(i) each ai : EA, -+ S is a morphism of Siev(K), and hence, ai : Ai = GEAi + GS 
is a morphism of K, and 
(ii) if B is an object of K, and b :X+ IBl is an X-morphism such that 
b. Ui : Ai --*B are K-morphisms for each i E I, then b : S + EB is a morphism of 
Siev(K), and hence, b : GS’-+ B = GEB is a morphism in K. 
Consequently, K is finally complete: the final object of each structured sink S is 
the final object GS’ of the least structured sieve S’ containing S. 
Final sinks are finitely productive in K-this follows immediately from the fact 
that G preserves finite products and hence, the product of two final sieves is final. 
To prove that final sinks are hereditary, let S= (Ai *A)i,I be a final sink, and 
let e : B + A be a regular embedding. Since A is final with respect o the least sieve 
containing S, we can assume that S is a sieve (and A = GS). Let S’ be the least sieve 
containing all Bi 6, IBI, ieZ, from the following pullbacks in K: 
B-A e 
Then e : S’-+ S is a regular embedding in Siev(K), and hence, e : GS’-+ A is an 
initial morphism in K, since G preserves regular embeddings. Since e : B -+ A is an 
initial morphism too, we conclude that GS’= B. Thus, B is the final lift of S’ and 
hence, the sink (Bib, B)i,l is final. 
(b) Let K be arbitrary. The reason why we cannot proceed as above is that Siev(K) 
is an illegitimate quasicategory. However, for each structured sieve Se in K the full 
subcategory E(K) U {S,} of Siev(K) is legitimate. Hence, the closure L of this sub- 
category under finite products and regular subobjects is also legitimate. The co- 
domain restriction of E defines a map E: K -+L of Cat,,(X), and the proof now 
proceeds as in (a) with Siev(K) substituted by L. 0 
Corollary. Zf X is a quasitopos, then injective objects of Cat,,(X) are precisely the 
concrete quasitopoi with concrete power-objects. 0 
Remark. The same result holds if, in the definition of Cat,,(X), regular monomor- 
phisms are replaced by monomorphisms or by arbitrary morphisms, i.e., in the 
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quasicategory of all concrete categories with initial lifts for each finite structured 
(mono) source (and concrete functors preserving finite initial (mono) sources). 
On the other hand, the situation with Cat,(X) (see the introduction) is com- 
pletely different: 
Theorem 2. In Cat,(Set), every injective object is a trivial concrete category over 
Set, i.e., its forgetful functor is a projection (cf. [9]). In particular, up to isomor- 
phism, the only injective object of Cat,(Set) with trivial fibre of the empty set is 
Set itself. 
Proof. Let K be an injective object of Catl(Set). As in Theorem 1, it follows that 
K is universally finally complete. For any K-object K, let OK -+ K be the initial lift 
of the empty map 0 + IK / . 
Claim 1. Zf L, and L2 are K-objects with IL,1 = IL21 and OL,=OLz, then L, =Lz. 
Proof. Consider the coproduct K= L, ILL, in K with natural injections ei : Li --f K 
(i=1,2). Denote the underlying sets by X= lLil and Y= lKI. 
Let A be the following concrete category over Set. Objects are K” with the 
underlying sets Y” (n E w). Morphisms from K” to Km are rcf : K” --f Km for all 
f:m-+n (wherem={O,l,..., m - l} and analogously with n), with nf assigning to 
each ~1: n + Y the value nf (p) =f. 9. It is easy to verify that A is an object of 
Catl(Set): we have K” as the n-fold product of K, whence A has finite products. 
The equalizer of nf, ng : K” + K m is 71, : Kk -+ K” for the coequalizer c : n + k off 
and g in Set. 
Next, we choose for i = 1,2 pairs of maps pi, qi : Y + Zi such that ei : X+ Y is the 
equalizer of pi and qi in Set and Z, #Z,. We extend A to a concrete category BO by 
adding three new objects X, Z, and Z, (equal to their underlying sets) and defining 
new morphisms (a) from X, Z, and Z, into K”, the unique map, (b) from X to K” 
all maps with components e, or e2, (c) from K” to Zi all composites pi. nf and 
qi*7Cf(i=1,2 and f:l -+n), and (d) the identity morphisms of X, Z, and Z2. The 
resulting concrete category B. is not finitely complete, but it is easy to verify that 
ei : X -+ K is the equalizer of pi, qi : K + Zi (i= 1,2) and the full embedding 
E. : A + B, preserves finite limits. By [3] resp. [8] there exists a concretely complete 
category B and a full, concrete embedding El : B, +B which preserves all concrete 
limits existing in Bo. Then E, . E. : A --t B is a full embedding in Catl(Set). 
Let F: A-K be the concrete functor defined on objects by FK”=K”. It is ob- 
vious that F is finitely continuous, and hence it has a finitely continuous extension 
G : B + K. Since ei :X-+ K is a regular monomorphism in B, ei : GX+ K is a 
regular monomorphism in K. Thus, ei : GX + K is initial for i = 1,2. Form the pull- 
backs 
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idx 
L, - L 1 0* - L 2 
i . 
e1 and ! e2 
GX-K 
el GX-K el 
where IO*1 = 0. Since K has hereditary final sinks and the sink (ei : Li + K)i, (1,~) is
final, the sink (L, idx GX t-0*) must be final. Since, by the assumption 
O,, = O,,, the map 0*+ L, is a morphism, this implies that id,: GX+ L, is a mor- 
phism as well, hence L, = GX. Similarly L2 = GX, hence L, = Lf. 0 
Claim 2. For each K-object K, the map OK -+ K is final. 
Proof. Let 0, + L be a final lift of 0K + IK 1. Then OK --f 0L is a morphism. More- 
over, idIKI : L + K is a morphism and hence, by initiality of OK+ K, the map 
DL + 0, is a morphism. Hence OK = 0,. Consequently, Claim 1 implies K= L. 0 
Claim 3. The forgetful functor K -+ Set is a projection. 
Proof. For each set X, the map, associating with any object K on X the object 0K 
on 0, is a bijection from the fibre of X to the fibre of 0. Hence it remains to be 
shown that a map f: K-t L is a morphism in K iff the empty map OK + BL is a mor- 
phism in K. Again, this follows immediately from Claims 1 and 2. 00 
2. Injective hulls 
By an injective hull of an object K of Cat,,(X) is meant a full embedding 
E: K +L in Cat,,(X) such that L is injective, and E is essential (i.e., given a mor- 
phism F: L--f L’ in Cat,,(X) such that F. E is a full embedding, then so is F). 
Assuming that the base-category is a quasitopos, we shall prove that injective 
hulls in Cat,,(X) are precisely the quasitopos hulls. More precisely, if E: K + L is 
the quasitopos hull of K (i.e., the least full, finitely continuous embedding of K 
into a concrete quasitopos) then E: K -+L is the injective hull-and vice versa. 
There exist concrete categories which have no full embedding into a finally com- 
plete category, see [7], and hence, do not have a quasitopos hull. But we shall prove 
that the quasitopos hull exists iff the injective hull exists, and then they are equal. 
As proved in [I], the quasitopos hull exists (and is moreover fibre-small) for all 
strictly fibre-small concrete categories, which includes all familiar concrete cate- 
gories. 
There are two ways of describing the quasitopos hull: via a suitable Grothendieck 
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topology [ 121 or via partially closed sieves [ 11. We shall use the latter description 
in order to simplify the proof below. 
Let A = (IA; 1 % X)i,, be a structured sink in a concrete category K. We denote 
by A’ the collection of all pairs (m,h) consisting of a regular monomorphism 
m : X’-+ X in X and a morphism h : X’ x lK 1 --t IL 1 in X (K, L E K) with the following 
property: for each ill, by pulling back m along ai (in X) and denoting by 
Ai 3 Ai the corresponding initial K-morphism 
we obtain a K-morphism h. (ai x id,) : Ai x K * L. We call A partially closed if A 
contains any A AX such that A’= (A U {a})‘. 
Denote by K* the concrete quasicategory of all partially closed sieves (a full sub- 
category of Siev(K), see the proof of Theorem 1). Then K* is ‘often’ legitimate, 
see [ 11, in which case we can consider it as a category. Then the canonical embedding 
E:K+K* (EK=UAEK hom(A,K)) is the quasitopos hull of K. 
Theorem 3. For each quasitopos X, injective hulls in Cat,,(X) are precisely the 
quasitopos hulls. 
Proof. Let E: K -+L be either the quasitopos hull or the injective hull of KE 
Cat,,(X). Then K* is legitimate: in both cases, L is a (legitimate) concrete quasi- 
topos (see the above corollary), and hence, by assigning to each partially closed 
K-sieve its final lift in L, we obtain a one-to-one map from K* to L. Thus, it is 
sufficient to verify that if K* is legitimate then E: K --f K* is the injective hull of K 
(as well as the quasitopos hull). Since K* is injective by the above corollary, it 
remains to prove that E is essential. 
Let F:K* + L be a morphism of Cat,,(X) such that Fe E: K+L is a full em- 
bedding. We have to prove that F is full (and hence, a full embedding, since for 
concrete functors the two concepts coincide). Thus, let P=(Ai* X)i,, and 
Q= (Bj -% Y),,J be partially closed sieves and let f: FP-+ FQ be a morphism. In 
order to prove that f: P-+ Q is a morphism in K*, i.e., that Q contains each 
Ai A Y, it is sufficient to verify that Q1= (Q U {f + a,})‘. Thus, let m : I”--+ Y and 
h : Y’x 1K I -+ L form an element of Q’. We shall show that when forming the fol- 
lowing pullbacks in X: 
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IA:1 m: IAil 
a; 
I ! 
ai 
111’ 
X’ - x 
f' I i f 
Y’ ____f Y 
m 
where ml : Ai + Ai is initial in K, we obtain a K-morphism h : ((I’. al> X lK) : Ai x 
K-t L. In fact, by pulling back a partially closed sieve along any regular monomor- 
phism, we obtain a partially closed sink. Hence, the least sieve P’ containing the 
(partially closed) sink (Ai 5 X’)icl is an object of K*, and m’: P’-+ P is clearly 
initial in K*. Analogously, by pulling back Q along m, we obtain an object Q’ and 
an initial morphism m : Q’-+ Q in K*. Since m : Q’- Q is a regular monomorphism 
in K* and F is a morphism in Cat,,(X), we conclude that m : FQ’ + FQ is a regular 
monomorphism in L. Furthermore, (m, h) E Q1 implies that h : Q’x EK + EL is a 
morphism in K*, and hence, h : FQ’ x FEK -+ FEL is a morphism in L. Finally, since 
each ai : EA: + P’ is a morphism in K*, we have the following morphism: 
ai x id,EK 
FE(A;xK) - 
f’ x idmK h 
FP’x FEK - FQ’ x FEK - FEL 
in L. This proves that (m, h) is an element of (QU {f. ai})‘, and hence, that 
f: P-+ Q is a morphism in K*. q 
Examples (Adamek [l]). (a) The injective hull of Pos, the category of partially 
ordered sets (over Set) is the category Rel of binary relations. 
(b) The injective hull of Top is the category of extended pseudotopological 
spaces, i.e., pairs (X, lim) where lim assigns to each ultrafilter F on X a set lim F C X, 
and satisfies the following axiom: if x E lim F for some F, then x E lim 2, where 
n’= {A c X ( x E A}. Morphisms are convergence-preserving maps. 
Remark. For X = Set it is often more natural to work only with c-categories, i.e., 
concrete categories in which each constant map is a morphism. Forming the full sub- 
category cCat,,(Set) of all c-categories in Cat,,(Set), we can readily see, as in 
Theorem 1, that injective objects are precisely the concrete quasitopoi with canoni- 
cal power objects, see [2]. The injective hulls are defined as K* above except that 
only sieves containing all constant maps are considered. For example, the injective 
hull of Top is the category Ps Top of pseudotopological spaces [12]. 
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